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Abstract
The modal empirical study in the aid literature procedes as though the distribution
of global development assistance reflects the mix of foreign policy and humanitarian
priorities of donor governments. To the contrary, in this study it is argued that donor
governments will often give foreign aid in ways that deviate from how they would on
the basis of their foreign policy objectives alone. The reason for this is the existence
of strategic interdependence among donor governments. Donors do not exist in a
vacuum. Rather, the objectives they seek to realize through their aid allocation in
developing countries generate externalities for other donors that either suplement or
cancel out the efforts of others to realize their own objectives. Within the rationalist
framework commonly addopted by IR scholars who study international aid, this
implies strategic incentives for donors to distribute aid in ways that deviate from their
priorities. By introducing a 2-by-2 model of a political economy of aid, this paper
probes the implications of strategic interdependence. Analysis of the model highlights
mechanisms that may drive donors to over or under commit resources in recipients,
why empirical analyses that fail to account for strategic interdependence are likely to
yield inconsistent inferences about donor priorities, and why efforts to promote donor
collaboration to-date continue to dispoint.
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Introduction
Some decades ago, Hans Morgenthau (1962) remarked that “[o]f the seeming and real
innovations which the modern age has introduced into the practice of foreign policy, none
has proven more baffling to both understanding and action than foreign aid” (301). In
the time since his writing, IR scholars have spilled a great deal of ink attempting to make
aid a little more comprehensible. These efforts have revealed both timeless and dynamic
patterns in international aid, providing clues about the broader foreign policy objectives of
donor governments.
The modal empirical strategy taken by scholars aligns quite well with a ubiquitous
quote from US President Joe Biden: “Don’t tell me what you value. Show me your budget,
and I’ll tell you what you value.”1 By examining correlations between a selection of
covariates and flows of international aid, it is believed that we can draw inferences about
what donor governments value in their foreign policies. International aid has long been
a tool that powerful countries wield to effect their designs in international politics. With
respect to US foreign policy alone, a cottage industry of studies has used US foreign aid
allocations to test competing theories about US goals on the world stage.2
While valuable, most empirical work proceeds implicitly on the basis of a theoretical
perspective that ignores strategic interdependence in the aid allocation decisions of donor
governments. This is problematic, because to the extent that countries seek to accomplish
their foreign policy goals through international aid, they must do so in the face of the aid
allocation decisions of one another. Within the rationalist framework most often adopted
by scholars who study the determinants of economic assistance, the fact that donors do
not operate in a vacuum implies that they have rational incentives to adjust how they
distribute aid in light how others distribute theirs. What follows from this is simple: donor
1 “Biden’s

Remarks on McCain’s Policies” reported in The New York Times on Sep. 15, 2008. Accessed on
Mar. 25, 2021. https://www.nytimes.com/2008/09/15/us/politics/15text-biden.html
2 See Fleck and Kilby (2010); Meernik, Krueger, and Poe (1998); McKinlay and Little (1977); McKinlay and
Little (1979)
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governments will often give foreign aid in ways that deviate from how they would give aid
on the basis of their foreign policy objectives alone.
What are the implications of strategic interdependence in international aid? Before we can
attempt to answer this question empirically, we must first probe the issue theoretically. In
this paper, I therefore focus on honing theoretical understanding of this issue by analyzing
a mathematical model of strategic interdependence in the political economy of aid.
The model, in its construction, is founded upon some relatively straightforward
conceptions about the political economy of international aid. I start from the presumption
that aid allocation is an arena in which donor states (wealthy countries that allocate aid)
compete to maximize foreign policy goals realized through giving aid to recipient states
(developing countries that receive aid). I introduce a two-donor, two-recipient model that
captures key moving pieces of the strategic environment that donors face. In this model,
countries have finite resources available to disburse in the form of aid, and they must
choose how to distribute their limited aid budget between recipients. As they make this
decision, donor choices are influenced (1) by the relative weight they place on realizing
foreign policy interests by giving aid to a recipient and (2) by the foreign policy externality
generated by the other donor’s aid allocations. A foreign policy externality captures the
impact that one donor’s aid has on another donor’s ability to get what it wants out of its
aid allocation to a recipient. Such externalities may be either positive or negative. If the
former, donors reap mutually beneficial foreign policy gains from their foreign aid. If the
latter, donors obtain rival foreign policy gains. It is possible for donors to obtain rival gains
with respect to one recipient, and mutually beneficial gains with respect to the other.
Analysis of the model underscores the mechanisms that drive strategic interdependence in international aid, revealing why donor governments may under or over commit
resources in developing countries in pursuit of their foreign policy goals. It further identifies the conditions under which empirical analysis will provide informative estimates
of donor responses to the giving of others. And, more generally, it yields predictions
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about how the comparative resource endowments of donor governments and the strategic
valence of donor goals in developing countries push some donors to the top, and others
to the bottom, in committing aid in recipients. Additionally, these findings illustrate
why an empirical analysis that attempts to draw inferences about donor responses to
certain proposed determinants of aid allocation will yield unreliable estimates if strategic
interdependence is not accounted for.
As a normative matter, the model also offers insight into the welfare implications
of strategic interdependence. Time and again, leading countries gather for high level
summits on international development cooperation only to see dismal progress made
toward realizing the goals established in these meetings. One analyst noted that the reason
for this enduring failure is the misalignment between the stated goals of cooperation and
the wide-ranging strategic foreign policy interests of donor governments (Lawson 2013).
Highlighting mechanisms that lie at the source of this misalignment, this analysis shows
that an uncoordinated equilibrium among donor governments can often have an unintiutive location relative to a Pareto improving alternative under collective optimization—that
is, an alternative way that donors could distribute aid that would make all better off
relative to their self-interested mutual best-response. Even more, the existence of such an
alternative is not guaranteed. In many instances, the adoption of a collectively optimal
solution may be individually worse for at least one donor government relative to a Nash
equilibrium. These results illustrate the kinds of stumbling blocks that may continue to
impede donor collaboration.

A Strategic Political Economy of Aid
An enduring problem of international politics is that as one country strives to realize its
foreign policy goals, this affects the extent to which other countries are able to realize
their own sets of objectives. This fundamental issue is of central concern for the politics of
foreign aid, since countries use aid as a means to realize wide-ranging goals vis-à-vis one
4

another. For this reason, the aid allocation decisions of leading countries are best viewed
through the lens of a strategic political economy perspective.
The proposed framework builds on conventional assumptions. Namely, that:
1. the actors of consequence (donor states) are unitary, and
2. these actors are rational—meaning they have well-defined preferences and engage
in activities with the goal of maximizing their own well-being.
Strong though these assumptions may be, individual rationality provides animating
force for the framework and makes general predictions about how actor priorities translate
into specific choices possible. To these assumptions, the framework adds the following
features:
3. as actors take steps to maximize their well-being, they operate under a resource
constraint, and
4. their activities reflect efforts to realize multiple objectives.
These have made innumerable conjoint appearances across disciplines and contexts.
One instance that IR scholars might be familiar with is the n-good theory of foreign policy
proposed by Morgan and Palmer (2000). The authors contend that states’ activities are best
viewed in terms of policies that are directed toward multiple goals. As such, the primary
decision facing country leaders is how to allot their limited resources in pursuit of their
various objectives.
Of course, the constraints imposed by resource scarcity and the dynamics generated by
variable preferences and technological capacity, while having interesting implications for
the foreign policy choices made by state leaders, capture only a fraction of the factors that
influence country decisions. Missing is a consideration of the fact that the actions countries
take on the world stage generate various rival and mutually beneficial externalities for
each other.
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As an example, consider possible adjustments to US policy toward the Arab nations
that recently normalized relations with Israel. Suppose US policymakers decided to expand
sales of advanced weaponry, like F-35 fighter jets or unmanned combat aerial vehicles,
to these countries given their diplomatic recognition of a critical strategic partner for the
US. This action would not only have consequences for the US and this set of countries, it
would also affect other major players in the region. For example, this action would pose
a negative externality to China, which currently is a major supplier of cheaper, though
inferior, UAVs and other military technology for this set of Gulf states.3 China would have
an incentive to respond to US arms sales with more competitively priced technology, an
action that, in turn, would affect the US, prompting a counter response—and on and on
the cycle would go.
Externalities, of course, need not all be negative. Luxembourg, for instance, is a
long-time supporter of multilateralism generally, and of European unity specifically.4 To
the extent that other nations engage in efforts in line with greater influence for multilateral
institutions, or for a stronger European Union (EU) in particular, this contributes to a
major foreign policy goal for Luxembourg. As a result, the harder other countries work to
support the EU, the less effort Luxembourg has to expend to promote the same objective.
Thus, when considering foreign policy activities, bilateral economic assistance included, accounting for strategic interdependence in the choices of countries is essential.
How one country allots its resources in pursuit of different objectives has consequences
for other countries as well, and vice versa. For foreign aid allocation in particular, how one
country allots its own aid dollars has consequences for the goals and objectives of other aid
donors. How other countries distribute aid in turn affects how hard an individual donor
has to work to realize its own goals. Given this, a political economy of aid must allow that:
3 For

more on this example, see this opinion piece by Christian Le Miere in South China Morning Star: https://www.scmp.com/comment/opinion/article/3104623/how-trumps-middle-east-deal-willaffect-chinas-arms-sales-region (accessed Oct. 26, 2020)
4 See, for example, the "Luxembourg country brief" compiled by Australia’s Department of Foreign Affairs
and Trade (accessed May 6, 2021): https://www.dfat.gov.au/geo/luxembourg/Pages/luxembourg-countrybrief.
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5. as actors take steps to maximize their goals, their actions affect and are affected by
other actors’ efforts to realize their own objectives. Some actions yield rival benefits
(what helps one state hurts another), and other actions yield common benefits (what
helps one state helps another).
Theoretical consideration of the strategic dimensions to aid allocation is not entirely
absent from the literature. But, what examples do exist either ignore the choices of donors
with respect to individual recipients (Dudley 1979), or suppose uniform externalities imposed by other-donor aid (Annen and Knack 2018; Annen and Moers 2017). Steinwand
(2015), while allowing for possible differences in rival versus common benefits supplied
by aid giving through alternative channels—aid given directly to recipient governments
as opposed to non-governmental organizations—nonetheless treats aid given through a
particular channel as having largely homogeneous consequences for other donors. Alternatively, the framework proposed here emphasizes both donor choices in allotting aid
between recipients, and variable externalities posed by other-donor aid.

A Model of Aid Allocation
The moving parts of the strategic political economy approach laid out above are simple
enough, but linking these to more concrete predictions for how countries realize their foreign policy goals through aid allocation is a fraught exercise. This is where the application
of analytic tools like mathematical modeling can prove quite helpful.
To this end, I develop two-by-two model of aid allocation—two-donors, two-recipients.
As countries allot resources to this or that aid recipient, it will be assumed that the level
of aid they contribute supports a basket of objectives that are realized through their aid
allocation. This basket, for simplicity’s sake, is presumed constant between donors and
over time. Further, one donor’s basket is fully substitutable for the other donor’s.
It will be assumed that as countries decide how to distribute aid, they will make
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their allocations in light of the foreign policy externality posed by other-country aid. On
the whole, if more of the objectives realized by giving aid to a certain recipient are rival,
then other-country aid will be a net hindrance to the realization of a given donor’s goals.
Conversely, if more of the objectives realized by giving aid to a certain recipient are on net
common for the donor countries, then other-country aid will be a net help to the objectives
of a given donor.
Though the model itself is agnostic about the goals of donors and the conditions
under which aid is more likely to promote rival or common objectives, some examples
from the aid literature include the extent to which aid supports a donor’s geostrategic
goals, promotes greater bilateral trade, combats global terrorism, garners influence over
former colonies, confers prestige, complements military deployments, and addresses the
root causes of discontent and instability (Bearce and Tirone 2010; Bermeo 2017; Kilby and
Dreher 2010; Kisangani and Pickering 2015; Round and Odedokun 2004; and van der
Veen 2011). Donor interest in a recipient might be greater when a recipient is a major
trading partner, or lower if a recipient has little geostrategic value. Donor goals might
be common if they care more about addressing recipient poverty, or rival if they seek
diplomatic influence.
The below section introduces the two-by-two model. Though a two-donor, tworecipient world is certainty far from realistic, it is simple enough to keep the analysis
tractable, while being minimally sufficient for conferring lessons about strategic donor
actions.5

The Two-by-Two Model
Suppose we have two donor countries, i and j, and two recipient countries, x and y. Each
of the donors is endowed with a certain relative share of resources available for allocating
aid. Resources possessed by i are denoted Ri ∈ (0, 1), and resources possessed by j are
5 Though,

of course, we might observe some interesting and novel behavior in a three-by-two model as

well.
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given as R j = 1 − Ri . Ri thus denotes the distribution of resources between i and j.
As i and j distribute resources in the form of aid to x and y, they each are able to
realize certain baskets of foreign policy objectives through their allocations. X ⊆ R+
represents this basket of objectives with respect to recipient x, and Y ⊆ R+ represents this
basket of objectives with respect to recipient y. Further, the quantity Xi ∈ X denotes how
much of i’s total foreign policy objectives are realized by giving aid to recipient x, while
the quantity Yi ∈ Y denotes how much of i’s total foreign policy objectives are realized by
giving aid to recipient y. Similar quantities exist for donor j.
As i and j allot resources between x and y, let the objectives donors are able to realize
be linear functions of the amount of aid they contribute. For example, the basket of goals
that i is able to realize through its aid allocations to each recipient are given as
Xi = x i + η x x j

and Yi = yi + η y y j ,

(1)

where X poses no externality on Y, and vice versa. For each set of goals, the values xi and
yi denote i’s contribution of aid, while x j and y j denote j’s. These quantities are strictly
non-negative and bound such that xi + yi 6 Ri , and similarly for j. This means that i and j
cannot spend more than their total endowment of resources in giving aid to both x and y.
While the effect of i’s aid in support of its own goals is assumed to be constant, the
effect of aid contributed by j is conditional on the net externality that j’s aid poses to i’s
overall objectives. The externality of j’s aid is represented by the terms η x , η y ∈ (−1, 1).
These reflect the extent to which the basket of foreign policy objectives donors realize
through giving aid to each recipient are either on net rival or common. For example, if

−1 < η x < 0, then j’s foreign aid to x overall subtracts from i’s ability to realize the sum
of its goals in giving aid to this recipient. Conversely, if 0 < η x < 1, then j’s foreign aid
overall helps i to realize the sum of its goals in giving aid to x. In the case that η x = 0, the
net impact of j’s aid is zero.
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Assuming donors have well-behaved and monotonically increasing preferences over
objectives they realize through giving aid to x and y, utility for each can be represented by
a function u(·) that is strictly increasing in quantities X and Y, is at least twice differntiable,
and is quasi-concave. To keep the math simple, a convenient choice that retains these
generic properties is Cobb-Douglas. Specifically, utility for i (and similarly for j) can be
represented as
y

ui ( Xi , Yi ) = σix log( Xi ) + σi log(Yi ).

(2)

y

In the above, σix and σi capture returns to scale for the sum of objectives i is able to realize
y

with respect to recipients x and y. These are such that σix ∈ (0, 1) and σi = 1 − σix . These
thus represent the relative salience i attaches to realizing certain bundles of objectives with
respect to recipient countries. As σix → 1, i places greater weight on realizing its goals by
giving aid to x than it does in giving aid to y.
Assuming i and j are rational, self-interested actors, each will distribute aid between
recipients in such a way that maximizes its own utility. Assuming an interior solution, this
implies that for i, it will distribute its resources between x and y such that6
y

σi
σix
=
.
x
xi + η x j
yi + η y y j

(3)

The left-hand side of the above equality denotes the marginal utility of aid to x (MUix ),
y

and the right-hand side denotes the marginal utility of aid to y (MUi ). How i allocates its
aid in order to realize its ideal bundle of objectives over recipients will of course depend,
not only on its prioritization of recipients, but also on the amount of aid contributed by j
between recipients and the externality j’s aid represents.
a fixed resource constraint, i’s utility is maximized when ∂ui /∂xi = ∂ui /∂yi . ∂ui /∂xi = σix /( xi +
y
y
j ) and ∂ui /∂yi = σi / ( yi + η y j )

6 Under

ηx x
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Table 1: A Typology of Strategic Relationships
Adversaries
ηx, ηy < 0

Competitors
ηx < 0 ∧ ηy > 0
ηx > 0 ∧ ηy < 0

Friends
ηx, ηy > 0

Friends, Adversaries, and Competitors
Donor i’s incentives with respect to j’s aid can be summarized according to three general
sets of strategic relationships between donors—call these friends, adversaries, and competitors.
A summary is given in Table 1.
Suppose, first, that i and j’s objectives in giving aid to both x and y are overall mutually
beneficial in nature. Hence, η x , η y > 0, or, in words, i and j are friends. If j were to make
some positive transfer of resources ∆ > 0 from recipient y to recipient x, the resulting
change in i’s marginal utilities will be such that
∂MUix
<0
∂∆

y

and

∂MUi
> 0.
∂∆

(4)

In words, j’s hypothetical transfer of aid to x from y reduces the marginal utility of aid to x,
and increases the marginal utility of aid to y. Donor i, in this scenario, has an incentive to
give more aid where j gives less. This response is called “strategic substitution.” It might
also be called strategic deference.7
Alternatively, suppose that donors i and j receive on net rival benefits from giving aid
to both x and y. That is, suppose that they are adversaries. Given a similar transfer ∆ in the
aid j gives to x from y, donor i’s marginal utilities will now be such that
∂MUix
>0
∂∆

y

and

∂MUi
< 0.
∂∆

(5)

In short, j’s transfer increases the marginal utility of aid to x, and decreases the marginal
7 The term free-riding could also apply, though strategic substitution could also just reflect an incentive to
specialize in the recipient donor i cares most about.
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utility of aid to y. Given the hindrance j’s aid poses to i, i has an incentive to give more
aid where j gives more. This response is called “strategic complementarity,” or just
competition.
For the third scenario, i and j are rivals with respect to one recipient, but have common
goals with respect to the other. In this case, they are competitors—a term that conveys a
slightly less tense relationship than implied by adversaries, but not quite so copacetic as
friends. Say, for instance, that η x > 0 and η y < 0. Some transfer ∆ now is such that
∂MUix
<0
∂∆

y

∂MUi
< 0.
∂∆

and

(6)

That is, j’s transfer of aid from y to x both reduces the marginal utility of aid to x, and
reduces the marginal utility of aid to y. Donor j’s aid overall contributes to the realization
of i’s goals in giving aid to x, giving i an incentive to reduce its own aid to x. However,
at the same time, by j transferring aid away from y to x, i also has an incentive to reduce
the aid it gives to y. Donor i no longer has to give as much aid to y in order to realize the
sum of its objectives in giving aid to that recipient, thus freeing resources that it can give
to recipient x.
What will donor i ultimately choose to do? The answer to this question hinges on
i’s priorities and the relative magnitude of the positive and negative externalities j’s aid
poses between recipients. These parameters will determine whether the rate at which the
transfer ∆ reduces the marginal utility of aid to x is greater than, equal to, or less than the
transfer’s effect on the marginal utility of aid to y. If, for example,
y

∂2 MUi
∂2 MUix
>
∂∆2
∂∆2

(7)

then as a result of the transfer, i’s overall incentive will be to give more aid where j gives
more aid. That is, i will seize the opportunity to compete less over rival gains with respect
to recipient y to realize more of its goals in giving aid to x. In short, it will respond with
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strategic complementarity. Conversely, if
y

∂2 MUi
∂2 MUix
<
∂∆2
∂∆2

(8)

then i’s incentive will be to give less aid where j gives more. In short, i will take advantage
of the greater aid j gives to recipient x to realize more of its rival objectives in giving aid to
y. That is, it will respond with strategic substitution.
In summary, the possible values of the externality parameters can be organized according to three types of strategic relationships between countries: (1) friends, (2) adversaries,
and (3) competitors. The first and second categories denote contexts where i and j either
receive net mutual benefits through their aid allocations across all recipients, or net rival
benefits. The last category denotes the case where states have a mix of rival and common
goals where rival goals are predominantly realized in giving aid to one recipient, and
common goals are predominantly realized in giving aid to the other. Much of the analysis
that follows—especially equilibrium analysis and comparative statics—will home in on
the competitors case given the greater likelihood of donors being competitors “in the
wild.” However, to illustrate the breadth of incentives that may arise in the model, the
next section gives equal attention to all three.

Deriving Best Responses
The above reveals some important dynamics in donor incentives vis-à-vis one another.
However, it does not provide enough to yield specific predictions. To do this, it will be
necessarily to explicitly derive actors’ best-response functions.
The first step is to specify each donor’s utility maximization problem. For i this is
given as:
max ui ( xi + η x x j , yi + η y y j ),

xi ,yi ∈R2+

subject to:
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xi + yi 6 Ri and xi , yi > 0.

(9)

From this, because we have an optimization problem subject to inequality constraints, we
form the following Lagrangian:

Li = u ( xi + η x x j , yi + η y y j ) + λ R ( Ri − xi − yi ) + λ x xi + λ y yi ,

(10)

where the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) necessary conditions for a vector of maximizers

( xi∗ , yi∗ ) are
∂ Li
>0
∂xi
∂ Li
>0
∂yi

xi > 0

λx > 0

λ x xi = 0,

yi > 0

λy > 0

λy yi = 0,

Ri − xi − yi > 0

λR > 0

(11)

λ R ( Ri − xi − yi ) = 0.

These are the complementary slackness conditions. For objective bundle X, the above
implies that either λ x = 0 and xi > 0, or λ x > 0 and xi = 0. This is similarly true for λy
and yi , and λ R and Ri − xi − yi . Given that utility is monotonically increasing, we may
assume λ R > 0 and that i expends all of its available resources in giving aid to x and y.
From the above, we derive the following solution for a system of best response
equations for i:

xi∗ = σix Ri + η x x j + η y y j − η x x j ,

y
yi∗ = σi Ri + η x x j + η y y j − η y y j .

(12)

This solution holds assuming an interior solution, but it is certainly possible that states
could specialize in one or the other aid recipient entirely. In such cases, it is necessary
to be a little more explicit about the above equations. To ensure that corner solutions
really stay bound at the corners, the best response functions will explicitly be such that
xi∗ = min{max{·, 0}, Ri }. This form ensures that 0 6 xi∗ 6 Ri . However, using the implicit
functional form is notationally convenient.
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We can further simplify the analysis by reducing best-responses to a single objective.
This follows naturally from Walras’s Law, which in this particular context implies that

∑i xi∗ + yi∗ − Ri = 0. In words, because global resources will equal total demand, it is
possible to represent i’s best response with respect to only a single recipient, since an
equilibrium with respect to one necessarily implies an equilibrium with respect to the
other. Simplifying for the best-response with respect to X for example yields:
xi∗ = δ0 + δ1 Ri + δ2 x j ,

(13)

with the following identities for the intercept and slope parameters:
δ0 := σix η y ,

δ1 := σix − σix η y ,

δ2 := σix (η x − η y ) − η x .

(14)

By definition, this then implies that i’s optimal provision of aid to y is simply
yi∗ = Ri − xi∗ = (1 − δ1 ) Ri − δ0 − δ2 x j .

(15)

By being able to express best-responses as a simple function of donors’ activity with respect
to a single recipient, this makes the identification of equilibrium aid allocations all the
easier.
Not surprisingly, we can see clearly from the above that i’s optimal provision of aid
to y is not only a function of j’s aid to y but also j’s aid to x—by symmetry this is true
also for i’s aid to x. This fact can lead to a range of interesting reaction paths. We will see
more about how this works in the next section, treating friends, adversaries, and competitors
seperately.
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Some Informative Cases
Before identifying equilibria and their welfare implications, it will be helpful to illustrate
some examples of best responses, if only to provide further intuition about the incentives
donors face in allotting foreign aid in service of their foreign policy goals. The below
examples walk through the three general cases highlighted previously: friends, adversaries,
and competitors.

Case 1: Friends As a first case, consider a world where states’ strategic relationship is
that of friends. That is, donors i and j pursue mutually beneficial sets of objectives in giving
aid to x and y: η x , η y > 0. In this case, each donor’s best response to the aid allocated by
the other will be strategic substitution—to give less aid where the other gives more. For
donor i, this implies that for its best-response equation,
xi∗ = δ0 + δ1 Ri + δ2 x j ,

(16)

the parameter δ2 < 0.
Figure 1 shows some possible reaction paths. The left panel shows i’s aid allocations to
x, and the right panel shows i’s aid allocations to y. Red denotes an instance where i gives
more weight to its foreign policy goals with respect to recipient y (σix = 1/4). The blue line
denotes an alternative example where i gives more weight to its goals with respect to x
(σix = 3/4). In both cases the externality parameters are such that η x = 3/4 and η y = 1/2.
Recall from the identity of δ2 that its magnitude and direction will be a function of
i’s preference for recipient x, and the externalities of j’s aid to both x and to y. In each set
of examples, country i’s best-response is substitution; though in the former case, i gives
less aid overall to x and will defer all responsibility for giving aid to x if j’s allocation is
sufficiently large. However, in the latter case, where i cares more about x than y, the slope
of the reaction is slightly attenuated. Also, due to the higher weight i attaches to giving
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Recipient x

Donor i's Best Response

Ri

Recipient y

σxi
1/4
3/4
0
0

Rj

0

Rj

Aid from Donor j
ηx = 3 4, ηy = 1 2

Figure 1: Case 1 reaction paths for donor i in response to j’s aid allocations.
aid to x, i’s incentives are such that, if j gives sufficiently little aid to x, it will entirely defer
responsibility for giving aid to y onto j and will give aid exclusively to x.
The emergence of corner solutions is also a function of Ri . If i’s share of resources is
much less than j’s, it is far more likely that i has a corner solution for one of the recipients.
The greater R j relative to Ri , the farther right along the x-axis j’s potential contribution of
aid may go—and thus, the more likely i’s best response path meets with zero. The realworld prevalence of corner solutions among smaller aid donors illustrates the implications
of this quite well. Given their more limited resources, to the extent that donors have
common objectives with respect to at least some recipients, smaller donors like Iceland,
the Netherlands, and Greece should have a greater number of corner solutions than larger
donors like the US, Japan, and the UK. This much is evident from Figure 2.8 Along the
x-axis the ranked total ODA expenditures of donors in 2014 across 24 key development
sectors are shown. Along the y-axis the number of recipients that received zero dollars in
aid across these 24 sectors from a given donor are shown. A clear relationship between
total aid expenditures and the prevalence of corner solutions emerges. The top 5 donors
8 ODA

data comes from OECD.stat.
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Recipients that receive zero ODA
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Ranked total of ODA commitments for 2014

Figure 2: Smaller donors have a greater number of corner solutions. Example with ODA
data from 2014.
for 2014 are Japan, the US, Germany, France, and the UK. The number of recipients in
the data that receive zero aid across the 24 development sectors from each donor is 1, 6,
5, 2, and 14 respectively. Meanwhile, the bottom 5 donors—Hungary, Slovenia, Slovakia,
Iceland, and Greece—have 115, 105, 70, 101, and 42 recipients that receive zero aid across
these same sectors.

Case 2: Adversaries Consider an alternative case where i and j are adversaries. That is,
η x , η y < 0. In this case, whatever the arrangement of i’s preferences, its best response to j
will always be strategic complementarity: e.g., δ2 > 0.
Figure 3 shows a set of examples similar to those given in Figure 1. The main difference,
of course, is that the externalities posed by j’s aid are now negative: η x = −3/4 and
η y = −1/2. The red slope shows i’s best response if it cared more about recipient y than x
(σix = 1/4), and the blue slope shows i’s best response if it cared more about recipient x
than y (σix = 3/4). i’s response is slightly attenuated in the second case, while its level of
aid allocation to x (y) is overall greater (lower).
An appropriate analogue for this scenario is an arms race. As Glaser (2000) states
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Figure 3: Case 2 reaction paths for donor i in response to j’s aid allocations.
regarding arms races, the prevailing view sees arms buildups as the product of a cycle of
“action” and “reaction” where states expand their armaments in an effort to shore up their
own security in the face of an adversary. In a similar way, aid donors that are adversaries
respond to each other by targeting greater and greater shares of their aid where their
opponent targets more of theirs in order to maintain their foreign policy interests.

Case 3: Competitors Now, consider the third scenario where i and j are competitors.
Suppose that while i and j pursue on net rival objectives in giving aid to x, they have
predominantly common objectives in giving aid to y. In this particular case, the sign of i’s
reaction to j may be either positive or negative. Which emerges will hinge on variation in
the externality parameters and the weight i attaches to its goals in giving aid to recipients.
Figure 4 illustrates this point. The red line denotes a case where i cares more about its
goals in giving aid to y than to x (σix = 1/4). In this instance, i’s best strategic response to
j’s aid allocation is strategic complementarity. Alternatively, in the case where i cares more
about x than y, the blue line, i’s best response is strategic substitution. What accounts for
this difference?
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Figure 4: Case 3 reaction paths for donor i in response to j’s aid allocations.
As it turns out, i’s priorities over recipients plays a key role in conditioning its
response to j. In the first example, i cares relatively little about recipient x, which means
the competitive threat posed by j giving aid to x dominates its response. This can be seen
by considering the identity of δ2 :
δ2 = σix (η x − η y ) − η x .

(17)

As σix approaches zero, the sign and magnitude of η x increasingly determines how i
responds to j’s aid to x. In fact, it is the case that
σix → 0

=⇒

σix (η x − η y ) − η x → −η x .

(18)

In words, absent substantial intrinsic interest in realizing certain goals by giving aid to a
recipient country, the externality created by other-donor aid becomes the primary factor
determining aid allocation.
A well-known real-world case of such a strategic dynamic can be seen in how Western
countries dramatically cut aid to various authoritarian regimes after the collapse of the
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Soviet Union (Bräutigam and Knack 2004). With the negative externality posed by Soviet
aid gone, Western donors had little remaining incentive to continue to give aid to recipients
that had little intrinsic value absent a geostrategic rival.
A similar logic explains why there is a shift in i’s strategic response from complementarity to substitution given a sufficient shift in the salience it attaches to recipients.
This is seen by observing what happens to the slope of i’s reaction in the limit where σix
approaches one:
σix → 1

=⇒

σix (η x − η y ) − η x → −η y .

(19)

In words, the more i cares about recipient x, the more the externality created by j’s aid to y
shapes its strategic response. In the example shown in Figure 4, i’s interest in recipient x is
great enough (and hence its interest in y low enough) that its strategic behavior is most
determined by the positive impact of j’s aid to y. In short, this means that the more aid j
gives to y, the more i takes advantage of j’s giving to direct its resources toward realizing
its goals in giving aid to x.

A Summary of Cases
The above cases reveal how variation in externalities and country priorities over foreign
policy objectives can lead to a variety of best responses. It would be impossible to describe
every possible scenario; however, it is possible to describe the range of best responses
given arrangements of externality parameters and preferences. Figure 5 offers such a
summary.
The left panel shows the range of best responses i might have to j’s aid over the range
of possible values of the externality parameters. For this particular example, i’s preferences
between recipients are held constant at σix = 1/4. The right panel shows the range of best
responses i might have to j’s aid over the same range of possible values of the externality
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Figure 5: Possible directions of reaction paths.
parameters. In this case, i’s preferences between recipients are held constant at σjx = 3/4.
The blue areas denote instances where a i’s best response is strategic complementarity,
or a positive reaction to where the other donor gives aid. The red areas denote instances
where i’s best response is strategic substitution, or a negative reaction to where the other
donor gives aid. The relative lightness of the colors captures the magnitude of the strategic
response—as the shade darkens, the response becomes more severe, while as the shade
lightens, the response approaches zero.
Consistent with the three preceding cases, this summary aligns with the three-part
typology of strategic relationships between countries i and j suggested earlier—e.g., that
countries’ strategic relationship may be that of friends, adversaries, or competitors. Recall that
in cases where actors are friends, both actors mutually benefit from giving aid to x and y.
They consequently have negatively sloped reaction paths, regardless of their preferences,
for all possible values of η x , η y > 0. Meanwhile, in cases where i and j are adversaries, both
actors are rivals with respect to x and y. Here, they have positively sloped reaction paths,
no matter their preferences, for all η x , η y < 0. In both cases, the absolute magnitude of
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the best-responses will vary depending on the precise parameter values, but the general
direction of the responses will not.
However, in cases where i and j are competitors—that is, when donors reap mutual
benefits with respect to one recipient, and rival benefits with respect to the other—reaction
paths may be either positive or negative. And, they need not be in the same direction for
both donors. The key factor determining which is the case is the relative weight donors
place on realizing their foreign policy goals by giving aid to either x or y. As it so happens,
the slope of the boundary between negative and positive reactions is equivalent to:
y

σ
σx − 1
− ix ≡ i x .
σi
σi

(20)

The slope of this line for donor i is shown in black. As σix → 1, the slope approaches zero,
while as σix → 0 the slope approaches −∞.

Analysis
With the best-responses for actors i and j defined, it is now possible to consider equilibrium
distributions of aid, comparative statics, and welfare analysis. Up to now, description of
the model has included the breadth of strategic relationships between donor governments.
However, in the real-world, certain strategic relationships are more probable than others.
Specifically, while the model allows for donors to be pure friends or adversaries, in terms
of the parameter space donors are more likely to be competitors—having a mix of rival
and common interests. Such a strategic dynamic is also most realistic for large donor
governments. Industrialized countries distribute aid across more than a hundred recipients.
While donor interests with respect to some of these recipients may be rival, there may be
several instances where donor interests are common. To narrow the focus to cases that
may be most relevant for thinking about the strategic incentives of prominent donors, I
will restrict the analysis to cases where ηx < 0 and ηy > 0.
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To support this exercise, of course, it will be necessary to first know with certainty
that the equilibria to be analyzed exist, are unique, and are well-behaved. If equilibrium
solutions do not exist, then it would make little sense to engage in equilibrium analysis.
And, if said equilibria were not unique, then this would add a great deal of complexity
to the analysis and make identifying equilibrium solutions numerically unfeasible. Further, if said equilibria were not stable, or smooth with respect to the model parameters,
comparative statics would prove a dangerous exercise indeed.
Thankfully, it can be shown that
Proposition 1 There always exists a unique Nash equilibrium vector of best responses

( xi∗ , x ∗j ).
See Appendix for proof.
Further, it can be shown that
Proposition 2 The Nash equilibria are smooth with respect to model parameters.
See Appendix for proof.
However, with respect to the first proposition, there are some interesting pathologies
that emerge at the bounds of the externality parameters: e.g., as |η x |, |η y | → 1. Specifically,
at the bounds, unique equilibrium solutions do not necessarily exist. Rather, countries i
and j may face a coordination problem with respect to an infinite set of pure-strategy Nash
equilibria.9 Fortunately, given that η x , η y ∈ (−1, 1) (that is, the externality parameters do
not include their boundaries at −1 and 1), such pathological cases do not arise in practice.10
9 There
10 This

are mixed-strategies as well.
is a nakedly utilitarian reason for specifying the externality parameters as such.
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Derivation of Nash Equilibria
Knowing the above, it is possible to derive the unique Nash equilibrium. For country i,
this solution with respect to recipient x is given as:
xi∗ = δi0 + δi1 Ri + δi2 x ∗j ,
xi∗ = δi0 + δi1 Ri + δi2 (δj0 + δj1 R j + δj2 xi∗ ),
xi∗ − δi2 δj2 xi∗ = δi0 + δi1 Ri + δi2 (δj0 + δj1 R j ),
xi∗ =

(21)

δi0 + δi1 Ri + δi2 δj0 + δi2 δj1 R j
.
1 − δi2 δj2

By symmetry, j’s equilibrium allocation to x is
x ∗j =

δj0 + δj1 R j + δj2 δi0 + δj2 δi1 Ri
.
1 − δi2 δj2

(22)

If we replace the δ parameters with their identities, the solution expands to:
xi∗ = {σix η y + (σix − σix η y ) Ri +

[σix (η x − η y ) − η x ]σjx η y +
[σix (η x

y

−η )−η

x

](σjx

(23)

− σjx η y ) R j }/

{1 − [σix (η x − η y ) − η x ][σjx (η x − η y ) − η x ]}
From Walras’ Law, an equilibrium with respect to x implies an equilibrium solution for y.
Hence, whatever solution we have for x, the equilibrium aid allocations to y for i and j are
simply:
yi∗ = Ri − xi∗

and

y∗j = R j − x ∗j .

(24)

It should be repeated that while these functional forms are continuous with respect to
the model parameters, the explicit functional form for these solutions is restricted to the
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bounds 0 ≤ xi∗ ≤ Ri .
Comparative Statics
Variation in model parameters reveals a considerable diversity of possible equilibrium outcomes. In this section, many such possibilities are considered using motivating examples.
The goal is not only to demonstrate how predictions shift with model parameters, but also
to show that the model yields predictions that it ought to make.
Consider, first, an example motivated by a real-world event: the collapse of the Soviet
Union as a sizable threat to US foreign policy interests. During the Cold War years, the US
gave disproportionately more aid to developing countries bordering communist nations.
However, after the Cold War, having a communist neighbor ceased to be a significant
predictor of US aid (Meernik, Krueger, and Poe 1998). This change implies recipients with
a communist neighbor were not intrinsically valuable to the US, but were important targets
of aid nonetheless due to possible competition from the USSR. With competition no longer
active, and little intrinsic value placed on these countries otherwise, they saw a reduction
in US aid.
This is precisely what the model predicts would happen, as shown in Figure 6. For this
example, the σ and η parameters are held constant at σix = 1/10, σjx = 9/10, η x = −1/2,
and η y = 1/10 respectively. That is, i and j are rivals with respect to recipient x while they
obtain common benefits from giving aid to y. In this example, the negative externality
posed by aid to x is more substantial than is the positive externality of aid to y. Further, j
cares much more about recipient x than y, while i cares much more about y than it does x.
From the left to the right of the x-axis, i’s share of resources shifts between 0 and 1.
The increase in i’s relative resource endowment results in a shift in equilibrium aid
allocations consistent with what occurred with the collapse of the Soviet Union. As i’s
resources compared to j’s increase, i’s contribution of aid to recipient x declines. This is
due to the diminished threat to i’s interests with respect to x posed by j.
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Figure 6: The implications of a diminished foreign aid donor. Donor i is in blue, and donor
j is in red. Dashed lines show donors’ share of resources. If aid expenditures overlap with
these budget lines, donors have a corner solution.
The model yields other predictions that are consistent with well-documented patterns
in donor giving. In a previous section, it was noted that governments of smaller donors
were more likely to have corner solutions—to give zero aid to at least one recipient. Indeed,
the empirical record is consistent with this view. Among competitors, corner solutions are
likely to emerge as the smaller of the two donors is forced to sacrifice support for common
interests in one recipient in order to compete over rival objectives with respect to the other.
Holding the parameters at σi = 1/10, σj = 9/10, η x = −1/2, and η y = 1/2, Figure 7
shows how donors’ aid to recipient x change as Ri shifts from between 0 and 1. As the
balance of resources shifts from j’s to i’s favor, i ceases to have a corner solution (to give its
entire aid budget to x to compete for rival gains), while j shifts toward having a corner
solution.
The model also offers lessons for relatively new developments in aid politics. Consider
the rise of China as an important aid donor. A worry among many policymakers is that
differences in China’s priorities relative to those of Western donors poses a threat to
the interests of countries like the United States and Japan. A normative concern among
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Figure 7: Smaller donors and corner solutions. Donor i is in blue, and donor j is in red.
Dashed lines show donors’ share of resources. If aid expenditures overlap with these
budget lines, donors have a corner solution.
researchers is that rivalry with China will alter the way traditional donors target their aid
with negative consequences for aid recipients. Several studies have already shown how
China’s aid practices not only influence where DAC countries target their aid, but also the
types of projects they are likely to support (Zeitz 2021).
Such negative consequences are consistent with the model. The rise of a donor that
increasingly values promoting its geostrategic and selfish economic interests in targeting
aid has unfortunate implications for the global distribution of aid. Consider the example
shown in Figure 8, which depicts aid from donors i and j to recipient y—where donors’
aid has mutually beneficial effects for both donors. In this instance, as the government of j
enjoys an increase in its share of resources, the negative externality of its aid to x worsens.
For this particular numerical example, Ri shifts from between 1 to 0 (moving in j’s favor),
while η x shifts from −0.1 to −0.9 (meaning rivalry in x worsens).
The equilibrium behavior of both donor governments is consistent with many analysts’
and policymakers’ worst fears. Aid to recipient y, which is a site of mutual interests
between i and j, receives not only less support from i as the balance of resources moves
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Figure 8: The ‘rise’ of China. Donor i is in blue, and donor j is in red. Black denotes the
sum total of aid to y. Dashed lines show donors’ share of resources. If aid expenditures
overlap with these budget lines, donors have a corner solution.
toward j’s favor, it also receives less total aid over all, denoted by the solid black line. As
it so happens, in this example σix = 1/10, meaning that the government of i cares much
less about x than it does y. Nonetheless, competitive pressure leads i to eventually forego
giving aid to y altogether in an effort to compete with j.
In sum, the model is consistent with several observed empirical regularities while
also micro-founding these patterns in mechanisms rooted in strategic interdependence. It
is consistent with a decline in aid to several developing countries following the collapse
of the Soviet Union, locating the reason for this decline not in a reduction of the intrinsic
value of these countries to the US and its allies, but rather in the lack of intrinsic value
that they had to begin with. Further, the model is consistent with a preponderance of
corner solutions among smaller donors, even when donors are competitors. Because smaller
donors are at the greatest disadvantage in competing against larger donors when and
where rivalry exists, they are forced to sacrifice support for common interests in one
recipient in order to compete over rival objectives with respect to the other. And, finally,
the model suggests problematic consequences due to the rise of China as a prominent
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donor. To the extent that Beijing’s global development assistance serves geostrategic and
selfish economic interests, this will lead to a new global equilibrium in the distribution of
aid that neglects recipients that are sites of mutually beneficial foreign policy goals—not
only among traditional donors, but also between these donors and Beijing.

Welfare Analysis
Among the cases considered above, the last one in particular underlines that as donors
seek to maximize their own foreign policy interests, their individual best-responses may
lead them to distribute aid in ways that are collectively inefficient.11 The (in)efficiency
of the equilibrium solutions the model predicts can be evaluated by comparing the sum
of actors’ utilities under Nash behavior relative to the sum of their utilities under some
alternative maximizing principal, say:

max

xi ,x j ,yi ,y j ∈[0,1]

ui ( Xi , Yi ) + u j ( X j , Yj ),

(25)

subject to

xi + x j + yi + y j ≤ Ri + R j = 1.

(26)

In this formulation, the objective is to maximize the combined utility of donors i and j
by finding the optimal distribution of their combined aid budgets. This can be done by
forming the Lagrangian

L = ui ( xi + η x x j , yi + η y y j ) + u j ( x j + η x xi , y j + η y yi )
R

+ λ (1 − x i − y i −
11 I

x j − y j ) + λix xi

y
+ λi yi

use Pareto interchangeably with collectively.
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+ λ xj x j

y
+ λj yj,

(27)

with KKT conditions:
∂L
∂xi
∂L
∂yi
∂L
∂x j
∂L
∂y j

> 0 xi > 0 λix > 0 λ x xi = 0,
y

> 0 yi > 0 λi > 0 λy yi = 0,
> 0 x j > 0 λ xj > 0 λ x xi = 0,

(28)

y

> 0 y j > 0 λi > 0 λy yi = 0,

1 − xi − yi − x j − y j > 0

λR > 0

λ R (1 − xi − yi − x j − y j ) = 0.

Since, like the individual optimization problem, this collective optimization problem is
concave, we are assured the existence of a unique vector of maximizers ( xio , x oj , yio , yoj ).12
This solution is Pareto improves on a Nash equilibrium if this vector yields greater payoffs
for at least one of the actors, and leaves the other at least as well off relative to a Nash
alternative.
Importantly, the collectively solution is, by definition, Pareto optimal. However, many
solutions in a given game may be Pareto optimal—including a Nash equilibrium. So, for
the welfare analysis, we are most interested in knowing whether an efficient collective
solution Pareto improves on a Nash equilibrium solution. The condition for this is:
uok > unk

∀ k ∈ {i, j}

∧

uom > unm

for at least one m ∈ {i, j}

(29)

where the o superscript denotes utility for donors when collective utility is maximized,
and the n superscript denotes utility for donors in equilibrium. In words, the collective
solution must improve utility for at least one of the donor governments, and at minimum
not change utility for the other. If this condition fails to be met, then the Nash solution, in
addition to the collective solution, is Pareto efficient.
12 Since

the returns to scale in the Cobb-Douglas utilities are diminishing, they are concave. Because the
collective utility function is the sum of these concave utility functions, it also is concave.
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An example of a how i’s and j’s equilibrium responses fare with respect to collective
utility is shown in Figure 9. The reaction paths of countries i and j are shown with respect
to recipient x (the left panel) and recipient y (the right panel). The blue line denotes i’s
best response, and the red line denotes j’s. The Nash equilibrium solution lies at the
intersection of their best responses. The collectively optimal solution is also shown. This
point lies at the convergence of the concentric bands shown in the figure. These bands are
isoquants denoting collective utility.
For this example, i and j have an equal share of resources (Ri = 1/2) and different
priorities over recipients, σix = 3/4 and σjx = 1/4. Further, the externalities with respect
to recipient x and with respect to recipient y not only differ in magnitude, but direction
(η x = −1/3 and η y = 1/4). Given this arrangement of parameters, the actors have different
best-responses. While i’s reaction path is positive, j’s is negative. That is, i gives more
aid where j gives more, but j gives more aid where i gives less. In equilibrium, however,
despite the different best-responses of the donors, both nonetheless end up giving more aid
to x and less aid to y than is most collectively efficient. This is shown in the left panel of
the figure by the fact that the Nash equilibrium lies up and to the right of the collectively
optimal solution. Further, in the right panel of the figure, the Nash equilibrium lies down
and to the left of the collectively optimal solution.
The equilibrium that emerges in this particular case is intuitive. The actors receive
rival foreign policy gains in giving aid to x, and common foreign policy gains in giving aid
to y. As a result, their individual best-response is to give more aid to x than is collectively
optimal. This leaves less available resources for giving aid to y.
Hence, while this behavior is individually rational, it is collectively inefficient. Both
i and j could be made better off if they would mutually transfer some aid from x to y.
This more efficient solution, unfortunately, is inconsistent with each donor’s individual
self-interest.
However, not all cases in the parameter space are such that collective optimization
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Figure 9: Equilibrium allocations relative to the collective optimum. Results shown for
competitors. NE = Nash Equilibrium. CO = Collective Optimum. Blue denotes donor i, and
Red denotes donor j.
Pareto improves on uncoordinated Nash equilibria. In fact, a numerical grid search over
the possible parameter space shows that in just over 51% of cases is the collective solution
Pareto superior to Nash equilibrium. Appendix II shows more results from this grid search.
Interested readers are encouraged to go there to see the full set of results.
Figure 10 highlights one such example where collective optimization fails to improve
on a equilibrium solution. For this case, σix = 0.2, σjx = 0.1, η x = −0.2, η y = 0.1, and
Ri = 0.5. As noted in the figure, donor i does better in equilibrium while j does better under
collective optimization. Such a scenario would make the choice to adopt a collaborative
solution a source of conflict between the donors. Either they could adopt a collective
solution at i’s expense, or they could remain in equilibrium at j’s.
This scenario highlights a strategic context that often goes unaddressed in debates
about donor collaboration. Cooperation is not guaranteed to work to the mutual benefit of
all parties. The implications of this are beyond the scope of this analysis, but as a normative
matter it suggests that cooperation may require the application of external incentives to
support. Otherwise, proposed collective solutions, whatever they are, will be as good as
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Figure 10: Equilibrium allocations relative to the collective optimum. Results shown for
competitors. NE = Nash Equilibrium. CO = Collective Optimum. Blue denotes donor i, and
Red denotes donor j. In this case donor i is better off in equilibrium while j is better off
under collective optimization.
dead on arrival.
The analysis in Appendix II provides some additional insights. For instance, in these
set of cases where collective optimization yields solutions that are better for one donor,
but leave the other worse off, larger donors tend to do better under collective optimization
(but not always), while smaller donors tend to do better in Nash equilibrium (but not
always). This fact suggests some interesting power dynamics in efforts to spur greater
donor cooperation.

Empirical Implications
The above analyses provide valuable insight into the ways strategic interdependence
shapes donor allocation decisions and relates to welfare. But for those who are more
empirically minded, these results may be leave something to be desired. However, there
are some empirical implications that follow from this model.
The first, and most basic, is that strategic interdependence leads donor governments
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to give aid in ways that deviate from their priorities. So long as the externality parameters
are non-zero, donors will always have a rational incentive to adjust how they distribute
aid in the face of one another. As an empirical matter, this implies two things: (1) that
the aid given by other donors in developing countries plays a role in determining how
much aid an individual donor commits and (2) failure to account for this can lead to
mis-identification of how donors distribute aid on the basis of what they value in their
foreign policies. Donors may give more or less aid in recipients than we would expect
given their priorities over recipients (as captured by the σ parameters). In a regression
analysis, it would be all-too-easy to over or under estimate the importance donors attribute
to certain determinants of aid allocation.
A second implication is that different kinds of objectives—whether they are rival or
common in nature—imply different donor responses to other-donor aid given in developing countries. When objectives are rival, an increase in donor giving increases the marginal
utility of giving aid in a recipient. Conversely, when objectives are common, an increase in
donor giving decreases the marginal utility of giving aid in a recipient.
But, as the typology of donor relationships—friends, competitors, and adversaries—
highlights, how these different incentives balance out can be complicated. When donors
are either friends or adversaries, their incentives are straightforward. In the former case,
they will give less aid in the recipient where the other donor gives more. In the latter case,
they will give less aid in the recipient where the other donor gives less. But, when they are
competitors, one might have a negative response to other-donor aid, and the other may
have a positive response. Or, both might have the same response; however, the direction
of this response cannot on its own be used to draw conclusions about the strategic valence
of donor goals in recipients.
This fact highlights a potential challenge in drawing inferences from donor responses
in an empirical analysis. However, there are strategies that could be applied to ensure a
more informative analysis. If the model is generalized to a greater number of recipients,
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much of the logic that applies for friends or adversaries is also localized to pairs or groups of
recipients where donor goals are either common or rival. Meanwhile, the logic that applies
for competitors also holds for donor decisions between pairs or groups of recipients where
objectives are common with respect to one set, and rival with respect to another.
Suppose, for example, that i and j are competitors, and that they allocate aid to four
recipients; not just two. In this case, i has the following marginal utilities over recipients:
σiw
=
wi + η w w j
σix
MUix =
xi + η x x j

MUiw

(30)

y

σi
=
yi + η y y j
σiz
.
MUiz =
zi + η z z j

y
MUi

Suppose η w , η x > 0, while η y , η z < 0. Any transfer that j makes to either recipient w
or x will reduce i’s marginal utility for giving aid to those recipients, while any transfer
of aid to either y or z will increase i’s marginal utility of giving aid to either of them. If
this transfer is made between, say w and y, then whether i has an incentive to increase
aid to one and decrease aid to the other is impossible to know without reference to i’s
preferences and the precise values of the externality parameters. But, if a transfer is made
between w and x, or between y and z, i’s incentives are far more certain. A change in j’s
allocation of aid between w and x would lead to substitution by i between those recipients.
Further, a change in j’s allocation of aid between y and z would lead to complementarity
by i between those recipients.
This observation of course falls short of identifying i’s equilibrium response, but
the comparative statics here are of greater consequence than precise predictions. How i
distributes aid between recipients where j’s aid generates the same type of externality—
rival or common—will be consistent, even if the choice between recipients where j’s aid
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generates different types of externalities will not. This is advantageous for large-n empirical
analysis. Provided the appropriate comparisons in donor giving between recipients can be
made, it is in principal possible to identify when and where donors take advantage of, or
seek advantage over, one another.
Finally, the model offers some predictions for when and where we can expect donor
governments to specialize and dominate in developing countries. As was noted in earlier
discussion of donor best-responses, donors with greater resources are, for obvious reasons,
more apt to dominate in their aid giving. But, beyond this fact, we should particularly
observe wealthier donors take the lead in developing countries where their interests are
greatest. In such cases, others should struggle to compete or else be most apt to have
incentives to pass the buck.

Conclusion
Despite the illumination cast by a now mammoth body of research, deep understanding
of the strategic relationships that exist among donor governments has tended to elude
either the grasp or interest of political scientists and economists. Much like Alesina and
Dollar (2000) do in their widely cited “Who Gives Foreign Aid to Whom and Why?” the
bulk of studies on this issue emphasize donors’ political goals and recipients’ needs and
policies, leaving a gaping lacuna where donor interests vis-à-vis each other ought to go.
This is problematic, because strategic interdependence leads to deviations between donor
priorities and how they actually distribute international aid. Failing to account for this can
lead to mis-identification of what donors value in empirical analyses.
Efforts to untangle strategic interactions among donors exist, but none adopt such a
general strategic political economy framework as that introduced here. With the help of a
two-by-two model of aid allocation, the implications of donors pursuing a possibly mixed
bag of common and rival objectives through their aid giving was demonstrated. Among
the three possible strategic relationships in the model, donors-as-competitors is an especially
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apt analogue for interactions among donor governments. As donors compete to maximize
their foreign policy goals through giving aid, they simultaneously have incentives to take
advantage of a peer’s generosity when they reap common benefits from their aid to one
recipient, and incentives to seek advantage in giving aid to a recipient that is a site of rival
objectives. In many cases, donors pursuing their own self-interest leads to a collectively
inefficient distribution of aid.
Equilibria emerge under a wide array of strategic responses. Both donors might
engage in competition—giving more aid where the other donor gives more. Or they both
might pass the buck—giving less aid where the other donor gives more. Or one might
respond competitively to the aid of the other, while the other responds deferentially to
the aid of the one. These different incentives highlight potential problems for empirical
analysis of donor responses. Unless appropriate comparisons can be identified, it is not
possible to reliably infer the strategic valence of donor objectives from estimated reaction
slopes.
With respect to welfare, regardless of the direction of actor’s best-responses, in many
cases competitive waste was observed: either one or both donors gave more aid than was
efficient to the recipient that was a source of rival foreign policy interests, and by extension
too little aid than was efficient to the recipient where donors had mutually beneficial
objectives. However, collective solutions are not guaranteed to yield mutual improvements
for donor governments. To the contrary, in a significant share of the parameter space
collective optimization fails to yield Pareto improvements over equilibrium behavior. In
other cases, even when a collective solution Pareto improves on a Nash equilibrium, its
location may be counterintuitive. These facts highlight salient stumbling blocks to donor
collaboration.
While this study does not answer all questions, or even provide satisfying solutions,
it provides a framework for grappling with the consequences of strategic interdependence
for the distribution of global development assistance. Until the problem is adequately
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defined, solutions will remain elusive.

Appendix I
Proof for Proposition 1
Proof Following Cachon and Netessine (2004), a sufficient condition for a unique Nash
equilibrium is that, for each actor the absolute value of their best-response slope is less
than 1. That is:
∂xi∗
< 1∀i : i 6= j.
∂x j

(A.1)

It is simple enough to demonstrate that this condition holds for the two-donor, tworecipient model detailed here. Recall that δ2 denotes the slope of i’s reaction to j. We may
add i and j subscripts to clarify that j has a similar parameter denoting its response to i:
hence, δi2 and δj2 .
For country i, the identity of its reaction parameter is given as
δi2 = σix (η x − η y ) − η x .

(A.2)

From this identity, it follows that −1 < δi2 < 1 for all possible values of the parameters σix ,
η x and η y . This can be seen by observing the value of the reaction parameter at the limits
of each η and at the limit of σix .
First, note that σix ∈ (0, 1). This means that at the boundaries of this parameter, the
identity of δi2 converges to either −η x (as σix → 1), or −η y (as σix → 0).
From this, it then follows that the absolute magnitude of i’s reaction parameter is
limited to being no greater than that of the externality parameters. These, recall, are bound
such that η x , η y ∈ (−1, 1). This therefore implies that, at the limits of the model parameters,
δi2 ∈ (−1, 1). By symmetry, this necessarily implies that j’s reaction is similarly bound.
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Together, this meets the conditions for a unique Nash equilibrium. Therefore, the
model will always have a unique Nash equilibrium solution.

Proof for Proposition 2
Proof Smoothness with respect to the model parameters is demonstrated by simply considering i’s (and by symmetry j’s) Nash equilibrium best-response xi∗ . The closed-form
solution for this is given by
xi∗ =

δi0 + δi1 Ri + δi2 (δj0 + δj1 R j )
.
1 − δi2 δj2

(A.3)

From this, it is easy enough to demonstrate that xi∗ is a smooth function of the model
parameters; though, an important caveat is that this smoothness is bound to best-responses
such that 0 6 xi∗ 6 Ri . Within this range, xi∗ is differentiable with respect to the δs—and
hence σix , σjx , η x , η y —and the distribution of resources Ri .
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Appendix II
The parameter space allows for wide-ranging outcomes—an infinite number in fact.
Nonetheless, a grid search can offer a representative view of how alternative arrangements
of donor priorities, foreign policy externalities, and donor size yield efficient and inefficient
outcomes.
Keeping with the focus on studying competitor donors, the range of parameters includes all possible combinations of:
• Ri = (0.1, 0.2, 0.3, ..., 0.9);
• σix = (0.1, 0.2, 0.3, ..., 0.9);
y

• σi = (0.1, 0.2, 0.3, ..., 0.9);
• η x = (−0.9, −0.8, −0.7, ..., −0.1);
• η y = (0.1, 0.1, 0.3, ..., 0.9).
This creates a parameter grid of 59,049 possible combinations to evaluate.
Table A.1.1 summarizes the percentage of examined cases by the suboptimality of the
Nash equilibria. In only over 51% of the combinations of parameters explored, the Nash
equilibrium solution was inefficient. In nearly 49% of cases, the equilibrium distribution
of aid was also Pareto optimal.
However, the efficiency of an equilibrium solution does imply that both donor governments are better off in equilibrium than under the solution for the collective optimization
problem. To the contrary, in many instances, one donor is better off under one and worse
under the under—and vice versa.
We can see this by noting that while 51.37% of Nash equilibria are not collectively
efficient, 100% of the equilibria leave at least one donor strictly worse off relative to their
utility under collective optimization. In fact, in all the remaining 48.63% of cases, which
are Pareto optimal, in all one donor is strictly better off in equilibrium, while the other is
strictly worse off, relative to their payoffs under the solution for collective optimization. In
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Table A.1: Inefficiency of Nash Equilibria
Outcomes

Percent

Inefficient
Conflicting payoffs
TOTAL

51.37
48.63
100.00

Suboptimal for both
Suboptimal for i or j

13.23
100.00

Table A.2: Nash Spending Relative to Collective Solution (Inefficient Equilibria)

j over spends
j under spends
neither

i over spends

i under spends

neither

62.50
18.58
0.18

18.55
0.00
0.00

0.18
0.00
0.00

only a mere 13% of equilibria, both donors strictly worse off.
These findings highlight that there is a substantial area of the parameter space where
donors will have conflicting preferences between individual and collective optimization.
Conversely, there is a much narrower range of parameters where collective optimization
yields strong Pareto improvements for donors—that is, where both donors do strictly
better relative to their individually best responses.
The inefficient and efficient sets of equilibria vary in interesting ways with respect
to donor spending under individual relative to collective optimization. Table A.1.2 summarizes the percentage of inefficient equilibria by whether donors i and j over or under
fund aid to x, or whether their spending matches what their collectively efficient supply of
aid would be. In 62.5% of cases both i and j gave too much aid to x than is efficient. But,
almost 38% of the time while one donor over funds aid to x, the other donor gives too little.
In no case, however, do both i and j commit too little aid to x in the same equilibrium.
A similar pattern appears in the spending of donors in the set of efficient equilibria.
This is shown in Table A.1.3, which summarizes the percentage of efficient equilibria
according to donors’ spending under individual relative to collective optimization. In
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Table A.3: Nash Spending Relative to Collective Solution (Efficient Equilibria)

j over spends
j under spends
neither

i over spends

i under spends

neither

71.90
5.85
7.42

5.79
0.00
0.80

7.42
0.80
0.00

Table A.4: % Corner Solutions by Nash Spending (Inefficient Equilibria)
i over spends
j over spends
31.91, 31.86
j under spends 0, 100
neither
100, 0
a (Donor j, Donor i)

i under spends

neither

100, 0
NA
NA

0, 100
NA
NA

71.9% of cases, donors commit more aid to x in equilibrium than they do under collective
optimization. In a much smaller set of cases, while one spends more in equilibrium, the
other either spends less or its spending matches its spending under collective optimization.
In a narrow 1.6% of cases, while one donor gives less than under collective optimization,
the other’s spending matches its spending under collective optimization.
While instances of mutual over-spending on aid to x are intuitive—donors have rival
interests in x—the cases where one donor either commits too little aid to x, or its spending
is equivalent to what its collectively efficient supply of aid would be, are less so. The
summary in Table A.1.4 may help to explain what is going on. Cell entries denote the
percentage of cases by donor spending among inefficient equilibria where donors have
corner solutions (donor j to the left, donor i to the right). The preponderance of cases
where one donor either under commits aid, or its aid is equivalent to its efficient level of
allocation, involve a corner solution by one (and only ever one) donor. Among cases where
j over spends and i under spends on aid to x, donor j has a corner solution (committing
all its aid to x) in all cases. Conversely, in all cases where j gives too much aid to x and
i’s spending matches its efficient supply of aid, j has no corner solutions, while i has only
corner solutions. A symmetrical pattern applies to cases where i over spends on aid to x.
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Table A.5: % Corner Solutions by Nash Spending (Efficient Equilibria)
i over spends
j over spends
20.45, 20.38
j under spends 0, 75.43
neither
100, 0
a (Donor j, Donor i)

i under spends

neither

75.41, 0
NA
100, 0

0, 100
0, 100
NA

Table A.6: Distribution of Resources by Spending (Inefficient Equilibria)

j over spends
j under spends
neither

i over spends

i under spends

neither

0.50
0.19
0.72

0.81
NA
NA

0.28
NA
NA

A similar pattern applies to efficient equilibria, as shown in Table A.1.5—however,
there are some notable differences. For instance, when one donor under spends and the
other’s matches its spending under collective optimization, the latter has a corner solution
in all equilibria. Also, when one donor over spends and the other under spends relative
to collective optimization, the former has a corner solution in just over 75% of equilibria.
This leaves just under a fourth of cases where donors have an interior solution.
The pattern in corner solutions with respect to the characteristics of donor spending
is driven, in no small part, by the distribution of resources between donors. As Figure
A.1.1 shows, among the set of inefficient and efficient equilibria, the percentage where i
or j have corner solutions increases monotonically with an actor’s share of the global aid
budget. As the summary in Tables A.1.6 and A.1.7 further indicate, the average distribution
of resources between actors by their spending characteristics supports the role of Ri in
determining over/under funding of aid relative to collective optimization.
One point worth noting about this relationship between Ri , corner solutions, and
over/under funding of aid is that it appears that while smaller donor governments have an
incentive to support rival foreign policy goals with their aid to the detriment of mutually
beneficial goals, larger donors are left to make up for the slack in smaller donor giving to
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% Corner Solutions

Inefficient Equilibria

Efficient Equilibria

100

100

75

75

50

50

25

25

0

0
0.25

0.50

Ri: 0.1 → 0.9

0.75

0.25

0.50

Ri: 0.1 → 0.9

0.75

Figure A.1: The distribution of resources and the incidence of corner solutions. The
percentage of corner solutions for i is in blue. The percentage of corner solutions for j is in
red.
Table A.7: Distribution of Resources by Spending (Efficient Equilibria)

j over spends
j under spends
neither

i over spends

i under spends

neither

0.50
0.28
0.72

0.72
NA
0.78

0.28
0.22
NA

sites of mutual interest. At first blush, this finding may strike some as inconsistent with
the empirical record. Many smaller donors—i.e., Nordic countries—have a reputation for
greater humanitarian motivation for allocating aid than larger donors such as the United
States (Gates and Hoeffler 2004). However, these well-established donor governments may
be the exception rather than the rule.13 Many new and emerging donors—countries that
have or are making the transition from aid recipient to aid donor—appear to distribute
aid in decidedly less-than-humanitarian ways. These smaller donors tend to focus more
on neighboring recipients, show less responsiveness to recipient need, are less likely to
target aid away from poorly governed recipients, and respond with fewer resources than
traditional donors to natural disasters (Dreher, Nunnenkamp, and Thiele 2011). Emerging
donors, then, may be most prone to throw their aid budgets toward realizing rival foreign
13 In

addition these countries would have more corner solutions for a different reason: namely, deference
to large donors in recipients where these smaller humanintarian donors care less about development.
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60.0%

% Equilibria

55.0%

50.0%

45.0%

40.0%
0.25

0.50

Ri: 0.1 → 0.9

0.75

Figure A.2: Blue denotes cases where i does better under collective optimization, while j
does worse. Red denotes cases where j does better under collective optimization, while i
does worse. Values denote the percentage of Pareto efficient equilibria.
policy objectives while giving little to no aid when and where it may yield collective
benefits for the donor community—consistent with what this model would predict.
Another point worth noting centers on donor payoffs in Pareto efficient equilibria. As
already stated, all of the efficient equilibria considered are characterized by conflicting
preferences donors have for individual relative to collective optimization. In these cases,
the solution under collective optimization, and the Nash equilibrium, are Pareto optimal.
However, while one donor does better under one and worse under the other, the opposite
is true for the second donor. For instance, if donor i does better in equilibrium, it will be
worse off under collective optimization. Conversely, donor j will do better under collective
optimization, but will do worse in equilibrium.
Figure A.1.2 shows the percentage of Pareto efficient equilibria over Ri where one
donor does better under collective relative to individual optimization. As the results
show, smaller donors tend to do better in equilibrium relative to collective optimization.
This means smaller donors, more often than not, will have a preference for remaining in
equilibrium. Meanwhile, larger donors will more often have a preference for collective
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optimization. This does not imply that small donors always have an aversion to collective
solutions; not does it imply that large donors always prefer them. The range of percentages
in Figure A.1.2 is wide, but still far from the 0-100 extremes. Nonetheless, these averages
demonstrate that small and larger donors tend have countervailing preferences over
individual and collective solutions that are explained by the distribution of resources
between actors.
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